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Being a fan of classic films like Jaws and Alien, Ive been very conscious that the
Strike Back crew keep their characters in context, and that its not always going to

be great fun. When we open up the truck on the freeway we see a lot of rubber, but
we see how they survive when something goes wrong. Also, in all their violence they
behave the way normal people would. Theyre not walking out of a film with a hero

complex; theyre punching and shooting people and getting rid of them in a realistic
way. Theyrent warm and loving; theyre just real people who care, who have to make
tough choices when the chips are down. Some people will love that about the show,
some people wont. Its not artificial and not mass-produced. It will certainly appeal to
fans of co-operative action. It has heart and brains. The same is true for The Mission,

which is almost as hard on Scott as dealing with Pike, and one of the things which
makes him the most interesting character. Without wanting to give anything away,
its easy to point out that Scott has little concept of trust; it doesnot exist between

him and his team mates, but even moreso with Gracie, who he attempts to cover his
own back and yet he cannot help but see her as the enemy. This hesitancy to trust
people is somewhat in keeping with his character, as is his desire to be on his own,
and as long as he can escape and remain free of the women who might lead him

back into the arms of the law. One of the more surprising things the series has done
is have Ian(TosinKwaiReynolds) develop into a secondary character, in the same way
Chris(LeeHomolka) did in season 1. That said, his introduction came at the very end
of the 5th season and in all honesty I wasnt sure what they were doing with him. It
turns out they werent, and by the time he and Scott have had the altercation with

Pike I was immediately hooked.
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The Legacy version of Strike Back on the Xbox 360 hits shelves on August 1st. Strike
Back Legacy is the Xbox Live Arcade version of the third-season of the British secret
services drama created by G4. The fifth season, Legacy, moves things to the future

and expands on the stories of the previous seasons and follows the lives of the
characters six years after the events of season four. Youll be able to take the legacy
of the series with you on Xbox Live with Strike Back Legacy. [Xbox Live Arcade] Take

in the sights and sounds of the Italian coast in the summer heat of 1999. The
excitement of Red Rock turns to horror when the yacht Summer Storm suddenly

vanishes without a trace, its one-time captain feared dead after a desperate struggle
with the vicious beasts that haunt the waters. As the terrifying secrets of the

Summer Storm begin to emerge, the Italian authorities begin to fear the worst – that
the tragedies of the past may be linked to a third. If youve seen one secret youve

seen them all, thats where Strike Back Legacy begins. Picking up where Strike Back
left off, Strike Back Legacy will focus on the team of SBTVS5: Kay (Brendan Gleeson)
leads an elite covert unit called SBTVS5: Team, which is charged with the daunting
task of bringing a criminal to justice. In Operation North Pole, the team discovers a
deadly criminal network which has infiltrated every corner of the globe in order to
obtain state-of-the-art weapons. But there is a second, far more sinister agenda -

that of the ISC, a ruthless military organization that is out to destroy the team, using
the latest in hi-tech weaponry. As the body count rises, the team becomes split, with

only one man with the courage to stand and fight. [Interscope] 5ec8ef588b
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